Since Javanese script is added into Unicode Standard in version 5
INTRODUCTION
Writing Javanese script is rarely done recently, difficulties in how to write Javanese script is one most reason. The digital era can treat this weakness, the computer media now day can be used to write Javanese script, several programs can be used such as Hancaraka, Pallawa or directly using Unicode typeface for Word Processor. Writing Javanese letter by using the font, the user must have good knowledge in reading and writing Javanese letters and the user is expected to memorize the symbols and certain complicated Latin letters to obtain the expected Javanese letters [7] . Writing Javanese script in computer media technology such as word processors still have difficulties, to produce a Javanese letter could be tricky. An example, to write "jer basuki mawa bea" using Unicode typeface, user must be type on the keyboard "
JAVANESE UNICODE STANDARD
The Unicode Standard is the universal character encoding standard for written characters and text. It defines a consistent way of encoding multilingual text that enables the exchange of text data internationally and creates the foundation for global software [4] . The Unicode Standard specifies a numeric value and a name for each of its characters, represented in one of three encoding forms: a 32-bit form (UTF-32), a 16-bit form (UTF-16), and an 8-bit form (UTF-8). The Unicode Standard, Version 6.0, contains 109,384 characters from the world's scripts [4] , Javanese script was added to Unicode in October, 2009 with the release of version 5.2 [5] . The Javanese character block is defined by The Unicode Standard with the range from A980 to A9DF in Javanese Unicode Chart A Unicode typeface is a computer font that is mapped into the Unicode standard Character Set. The main reason using of Unicode typeface is fact that the international scope of computing, digital information interchange, and electronic publishing has created a need for world-wide character encoding standards. Unicode is a comprehensive standard designed to meet such a need [2] . There are two Unicode base fonts for Javanese script, first font is named adjiksaka.ttf [1] and font created by R.S. Wihananto named Tuladha Jejeg Font [8] . Using those fonts, displaying Javanese script will be easier, office application such as Microsoft Word or OpenOffice Writer can use font directly by selecting font type (Fig 2) . 
3.UNICOCE CHARACTER REFERENCE
Having Unicode typeface, HTML document can display Javanese by writing the code of Javanese Unicode using NCR. NCR is markup construct used in HTML that consists of a short sequence of characters, representing a single character from the Universal Character Set (UCS) of Unicode. The NCR written using two syntax "&#D;", where D is a decimal number, and &#xH;" or "&#XH;", where H is a hexadecimal number [9] . Writing Javanese script in HTML code then must be using the NCR plus associate number in Unicode. Letter CA in Javanese Unicode chart occurs in U+A995, RA in U+A9AB and KA in U+A98F. HTML code for Javanese script "CA RA KA" letter is "&#xa98f". 
MODIFIED JAWATEX
The main problem in writing Javanese script on HTML is written the code. It is very hard to remember the code of Javanese letter at Unicode. JawaTeX is intended to write Javanese character simpler and easier based on complex transliteration algorithm. The schema process of Latin to Javanese character transliteration with LaTeX is in figure 4 [7] . The JawaTeX transliterator concept can be modified to produce HTML code containing Unicode Javanese letter. Result file, target.html can display Javanese script using a browser supported Unicode encoding and Javanese Unicode typeface installed on the operating system. Fig.8 is an example display of file target.html viewed by using Chromium web browser 6.0.472.63 (59945) Built on Debian 6.0.2, running on Debian 6.0.4.
If browser not support Unicode encoding nor installed Javanese typeface then browser can not display Javanese script. Some browser version having supported Unicode encoding also can not display Javanese script correctly due to development of browser and typeface problems. HTML based Javanese script using Javanese Unicode can easily port into another document that supports Unicode encoding such as words processor: LibreOffice, Microsoft Office or OpenOffice. Result of Javanese script display on fiFig. 8 can be easily copied and paste into LibreOffice Word Processor (Fig. 9) . The result of copy will display exactly the same with source document, this is an advantage of using Unicode standard, document will be easily to port to another application. 
